Commercial, semi-commercial and Buy to Let
legal services
DUAL REPRESENTATION: one firm — two teams

Key contacts

Property Finance

Elizabeth Lee
Senior Associate | Team Co-ordinator
01603 756524
07889 714952
elizabeth-lee@birketts.co.uk

We have one of the best regarded and largest dedicated property
teams within any firm outside London. Our experienced team of
property lawyers has a comprehensive understanding of the issues
faced by our clients in today’s property market. We are regularly
instructed by lenders and investors, as well as borrowers and
companies seeking finance.

Greg Allan
Client Partner
01603 756418
07748 647661
greg-allan@birketts.co.uk

Take advantage of our Dual Representation proposition with
Birketts acting for both InterBay and the borrower. With Dual
Representation, the mortgage legal process being handled by one
firm means the timescale between Formal Offer and Completion
can reduce significantly, speeding up the overall application
process. In addition, the borrower may save on their overall cost
for legal work, with Birketts offering attractive combined costs.

Bhargav Trivedi
Partner
01603 756505
07815 701450
bhargav-trivedi@birketts.co.uk

Borrower Team
Melissa Loucas
Partner
01603 756482
07717 336252
melissa-loucas@birketts.co.uk

Andrew Ridout
Associate
01603 756434
07957 029315
andrew-ridout@birketts.co.uk

Clear Legal Advice Cambridge | Chelmsford | Ipswich | Norwich

We are on hand to help guide you efficiently through the process
when it comes to refinancing or securing purchase funding with
InterBay.
We provide clear and pragmatic advice and recognise that many
banking and finance deals are the start of a new relationship
between lender and borrower. Good communication, clear strategy
and a practical approach from your legal team allows that key
relationship to start on the right foot.

Contact us: instruction process
Please contact Elizabeth Lee to discuss your requirements and
find out more about Dual Representation. She will assist you
with bringing in the required specialist solicitor to deal with your
particular transaction.

They are excellent... quick to respond, personable
and deliver good work in the timeframe required.
Chambers [UK 2017]

www.birketts.co.uk/property

